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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0274785A1] A public convenience comprises a cabin (1) which is divided by a partition (2) into a usage cubicle (3) having a door (5) to
be locked from the inside, and an equipment cubicle (4), a toilet bowl (7) being placed in the usage cubicle, this toilet bowl being provided with a
flushing device (11) which is connected to a fluid-carrying line and in which is mounted a regulating valve (20a) which can be opened and closed
by control means. In order to be able to keep the toilet very clean under all circumstances and to minimise the susceptibility to vandalism, a number
of nozzles (18, 19; 25, 26) for cleaning the edge of the toilet bowl and/or the floor of the usage cubicle open into the usage cubicle these nozzles
being connected to fluid-carrying lines having regulating valves (20b, 20c) which can be opened and closed by control means. First detection means
(29) such as radar or infrared beams, which are not accessible from the usage cubicle and which can detect the presence and absence of a subject
in the usage cubicle, are placed in the equipment cubicle. The detection means are connected to the control means, all this such that the valves
(20b, 20c) in the fluid-carrying lines to the nozzles (18, 19; 25, 26) can be opened only if it is detected that somebody has been present in the usage
cubicle and has left the latter.
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